Cybersecurity Maturity
Model Certification (CMMC)
Certified CMMC Professional (CCP) Essentials
What is Certified CMMC Professional Essentials

Who must comply with the CMMC?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The CCP Essentials course provides you with an instructor facilitated
community, with over eight-hours of content and an introduction
and comprehensive overview of the Cybersecurity Maturity Model
Certification (CMMC) program.
Participants complete six modules to highlight what makes Southern
Connecticut State University and CyberDI CMMC curriculum different
while getting a jumpstart on the content we will offer in the Certified
CMMC Professional (CCP) Courses.

Topics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to the CMMC
Understanding the Supply Chain
Protecting Sensitive Data
Understanding the CMMC Methodology
Building Business Better Through Cybersecurity
Network Diagrams and Scope

•
•

Brief self-assessment and an overview video for each module
Series of engaging online activities with other community
members
Brief post-assessment
A learner’s journal to help track your knowledge growth.

J. Gregory McVerry
Associate Professor, Curriculum and Learning, SCSU
Chief Learning Officer, CyberDI

Richard Dawson
Lead Instructional Designer, SCSU
Advanced Special Operations Techniques Instructor, SOCOM OSINT
Specialist

Terry Lehman
Why must companies comply?

Engage with Rick Dawson, our leading expert, as he introduces
one module from each unit covered, in our full five-day Certified
Professional Course.
•
•

All DoD (Department of Defense) contractors
All defense contractors who seek work with the DoD
All suppliers at all tiers along the supply chain
Small businesses
Commercial item contractors
Foreign suppliers
All team members of companies that handle Controlled
Unclassified Information (CUI)

Faculty

Contractors who do not comply with the new certifications cannot apply
for future defense funding and could face legal action for incorrectly
submitting cybersecurity reports. CMMC certification will soon be a
minimum requirement to be eligible for DoD contract awards.
•

SCSU is the first and only University offering CMMC certification in
with Data
Intelligence
(DIT)
Whyconjunction
us – DIT
(Data
Intelligence
& SCSU)
•
•
•
•
•

SCSU is a top-tier higher education institution that offers a Masters
Degree in Cyber Security and world renowned staff and professors
CyberDI is one of the first approved LPPs in the marketplace.
Our team includes CMMC Working Group members that helped form
the CMMC course objectives.
Courses are designed by cyber security experts, instructional
designers, and educational psychologists.
Currently performing cyber assessments for the DoD
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To register, visit www.SouthernCT.edu/CMMC

Subject Matter Expert
FedRAMP Cybersecurity information assurance professional

Israel Campbell
PhD Subject Matter Expert
Marine Corps IT veteran, satellite communications, radio, and
cybersecurity

